PART ONE
INNOVATION
A NEW DISCIPLINE IS LEAVING THE LAB
Now and then a new science emerges that radically changes how a field is conducted. This is precisely what is occurring now in the modern practice of innovation. But beware: myths are abundant and are exceptionally hard to eradicate.

CHAPTER 1
RETHINK INNOVATION
Eradicate lore, substitute logic

PART TWO
TEN TYPES OF INNOVATION
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF BREAKTHROUGHS
At the heart of any new discipline there often lies a simple, organizing system—an underlying structure and order governing what works and what fails. This is what the Ten Types framework brings to innovation. Consciously understanding it makes innovation easier and more effective.

CHAPTER 2
THE TEN TYPES
An overview

CHAPTER 3
PROFIT MODEL
How you make money

CHAPTER 4
NETWORK
How you connect with others to create value

CHAPTER 5
STRUCTURE
How you organize and align your talent and assets

CHAPTER 6
PROCESS
How you use signature or superior methods to do your work

CHAPTER 7
PRODUCT PERFORMANCE
How you develop distinguishing features and functionality
PART THREE
MORE IS MIGHTIER
MIX AND MATCH INNOVATION TYPES FOR GREATER IMPACT
Using more types of innovation produces more sophisticated and surprising results — and does so in ways competitors can’t easily spot or copy.

CHAPTER 13
62 GO BEYOND PRODUCTS
How to avoid being easily copied

CHAPTER 14
78 STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
Innovations using a combination of types generate better returns
PART FOUR
SPOT THE SHIFTS
SEE THE CONDITIONS THAT BIRTH BREAKTHROUGHS
Innovations that change industries can seem like they come out of nowhere. In fact, you can see the early warning signals that reveal when big changes are needed — and then seize on them.

CHAPTER 15
100 MIND THE GAP
Uncover your blind spots

CHAPTER 16
104 CHALLENGE CONVENTION
See where your competitors are focusing — and then make different choices

CHAPTER 17
118 PATTERN RECOGNITION
See how industries and markets shift — and learn from those who saw the signs and acted on them

PART FIVE
LEADING INNOVATION
USE BETTER PLANS TO BUILD BREAKTHROUGHS
Sophisticated innovations share similar components at their core. By deconstructing and distilling the work of successful innovations, the building blocks for new concepts emerge.

CHAPTER 18
130 DECLARE INTENT
By being clear about where and how you will innovate, you massively increase your odds of success

CHAPTER 19
142 INNOVATION TACTICS
A toolkit that turns the Ten Types into building blocks for innovation

CHAPTER 20
150 USING THE INNOVATION PLAYBOOK
A selection of plays (and the combinations of tactics you’ll need to implement them)
PART SIX
FOSTERING INNOVATION
INSTALLING EFFECTIVE INNOVATION INSIDE
YOUR ORGANIZATION
Everyone is in favor of innovation. Yet nearly
every organization conspires to kill it. Here are
principles on how to build an enterprise innovation
system that fosters, rewards, and delivers results.

CHAPTER 21
190 GET CRACKING
Everyone is afraid of the unfamiliar.
Here’s how to innovate anyway

CHAPTER 22
196 SPONSORS AND AUTHORS
Great firms make sure that innovation is
not optional

CHAPTER 23
200 INSTALLING INNOVATION
Don’t worry about culture.
Build a systemic capability

CHAPTER 24
212 EXECUTE EFFECTIVELY
Principles for bringing your innovations to
market on time and on budget

PART SEVEN
APPENDIX
PUTTING THESE PRINCIPLES INTO PRACTICE
Go beyond the book to create your own
innovation revolution.
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